March, 2015
C is for Communication

Welcome to C is for
Communication!
C is for communication, it's a big and allencompassing word. It's a foundation for
successful leaders, people, projects, companies, and relationships. Finding
communication a "challenge" at an early age made me appreciate it more! I didn't
say a single optional word in first grade. When I was sixteen I snuck out and paid
with my own money to attend an assertiveness training workshop. Not being a
natural communicator, I've spent my life learning to speak up and communicate
better, and somewhere along the line I figured out how important communication
is. Leaders can inspire and motivate others with a look or a single phrase. When
the university I work for started a graduate level Project Management Course, the
course I believed was the most important, and that I helped to create and then
teach, was Leadership and Communication for Project Managers. In this class,
each student became the class leader for 10 minutes to review one homework
assignment. From that class and other personal sources below I have listed the
top ten communication challenges.
Communication is a three-step dance.
Step one - You put a message out - Honey I'm cold, can you pass me the
blanket?
Step two - The message is acknowledged. Honey says, "yes" or shakes his
head.
Step three - The message is understood - Honey hands you the blanket.
If I'm not acknowledged (step 2), I might get frustrated and keep asking for what I
want in different ways: Please pass me the blanket. Is there a blanket next to
you? Are you using the blanket? If I'm acknowledged (step 2) and not understood
(step 3), I might rephrase the message, I might get mad, I might get up and get the

blanket that is next to Honey. Honey may understand (step 3) my request
differently, and instead of getting me a blanket he might hug me or get up and turn
up the heat or tell me to get a sweater. All three steps keep repeating until clarity
and understanding occur. If the communication dance stops before
understanding happens, communication breakdowns and misunderstandings
occur that can lead to:
Stress
Overwhelm
Frustration
Anxiety
Conflicts
Difficult relationships
Trouble getting results
Excellent communicators are flexible and adaptable in the three-step dance.
The ability to communicate effectively reduces stress, improves influencing
ability, and increases trust.

TEN Communications Challenges
The standard for what a good communicator is has been based on the culture of
American business.
1. Not Understandable - Sometimes a speaker's voice is too soft or too loud, or it
conveys an underlying emotion that's not desirable for the communication being
given. Speaking too fast, using slang, acronyms, or speaking with an accent can
make the message less clear. Speaking like a Disney Channel character or a
CNN/Fox anchor is considered understandable to most people in the United
States.
2. Too Serious or Too Nervous - Being too serious or too nervous interferes
with another person's ability to hear and understand you. Research proves that
when you are calm and relaxed people are more open to hearing and

understanding what you say (and you get bonus points for genuine humor and
laughter). Learning how to calm yourself and relaxing can be useful!
3. Technology Monsters - Technology and props can support the message or
they can make it harder for people to understand what you are trying to get
across. Slides, props, and visuals make a more powerful communication if used
properly, as long as they don't become the focal point of your talk. Complex
numbers and ideas benefit from supportive visuals. If you are discussing
something not commonly known, a visual can help. (e.g. minions, snow
apocalypse)
4. Winging it - Don't do it. Important communication requires planning. Get clear
about what needs to be communicated before the communication occurs. What's
the intended outcome? How much research is needed? Are complexities made
clear? What are the key facts, beliefs, feelings? Are there time limits around the
communication ? Constraints? Who is the intended audience? What is known
about the audience? Is there a larger agenda or event structure to be worked
with? To fly you must have a flight plan.
5. Shoulda/Coulda/Musta - Story Needed. Stop telling others what to do. You
can make the same point in an indirect and memorable way by using stories.
Stories can be powerful, keep an audience's attention, and can help them relate
both to you and to the matter at hand. Telling stories well isn't easy for everyone,
but anyone can get better with practice! Cinderella did lots of hard work before
she got to the ball.
6. Broken Connection - Are your listeners falling asleep or checking their
phones? When you look out and see them making eye contact, holding
themselves in an alert body posture, or nodding in agreement they are either
faking it or acknowledging your communication. If the proper emotional response
occurs at the right time, chances are they also understanding. If not, adjust your
communication - stop, ask a question, use an individual's name, listen to them.
7. To Push or Pull ? - "Get out!! Fire!" is an example of "pushing" information
and is appropriate for that kind of situation. "Pulling" information is used to draw
out information. Pulling is a technique used to keep a listener connected to you.
Collaboration in a conversation requires pushing and pulling back and forth, so
that a solution emerges. Keep in mind: whose turn is it to talk now?
8. Talks too much - Stopping to let your words "sink in" can be a powerful
communication strategy. Using silence to get a reading on how the audience is

reacting before proceeding can be very useful in adapting your message for
effectiveness. In great storytelling, using silence at a critical juncture can heighten
an effect that you would like to create. Silence is golden.
9. Unaligned voice or body language - When words, gestures, body language,
and voice are aligned to convey a message, understanding is easier. Telling a
sad story in a happy tone is confusing. So is saying "yes" or agreeing to
something while shaking your head "no." These examples of unaligned
communication send mixed messages and make understanding more difficult.
Ensure communication alignment.
10. Meandering - While in your own mind your communication may be perfectly
clear, to your listeners it may seem like disconnected phrases, statements, and
questions that don't add up or go anywhere. There is nothing memorable for
them to take away and people leave confused.

Keep a communication goal

in mind so you (and your audience) can get where you want to go!

TWO Ways to Improve on Your Communication Challenges
1.

Feedback - Get feedback any way you can and review it consistently. It's
very easy to do with technology. Video tape or audio record yourself. Ask
someone else to video tape or record you. Ask others for specific feedback,
and allow them to give it to you directly or anonymously. Most people are
fairly aware of their communication challenges. It's the blind-spots and the
impact of their communication challenges that are more difficult to see.

2.

Be a Professional - Professional athletes practice and are constantly trying
something new to improve. Practice, practice, practice.

This material is based on the "C is for Communication" webinar that was
delivered last month, and is available to be customized as a live presentation to
your business. Email us for rates at star@starleadershipllc.com
Want to Find Out More?
Join us for these free public 1-hour Leadership ABC webinars:

F is for Focus - Focusing Techniques by the Numbers
Thur, March 5, 2015 - 12-1 EST
To register: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4569846666388109569

G is for Generalist - Generalist Quiz and 7 Generalist Skills
Monday, March 16, 2015 - 12-1 EST
To register: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6336645303991705858

H is for Hero - The 5 Steps to Becoming a Hero
Fri, April 3, 2015 - 10 - 11am EST
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4257479810983697153

I is for Information -What Is It Good For and 3 Cautions
Wed, April 22, 2015 - 12-1 EST
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7358936031125982978

Additional Upcoming Public Events:
Women Leaders: Lean In/Lean Out
Speaker at the Maine Project Management Institute Chapter Meeting
April 16, 2015, 5:30 Falmouth, ME, click here for more info.
Facilitating Challenging Meetings Webinar, Free, One PDU Awarded
Wed, May 13, 2015 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM EDT click here to register

About Us:
Star Leadership offers coaching,
training and consulting services for
business. What makes Star

Leadership LLC unique is the
focus and delivery of measurable
goals and proven results in the
areas of communication,
leadership and teams. Our
approach is direct, results-oriented
and geared to the bottom line. We
are able to quickly map, translate
and align your broader vision to
the concrete details of skills and
behaviors. We have an impact on
the results you want in an open,
informal, non-judgmental and
supportive way. We take pride in
providing a wide array of
experienced associates,
resources, and expertise to be
brought into play as needed to
help clients. Star Dargin is the
founder and hasbeen creating
vision and direction for the
company since 1996.

What We Can Offer You
Star Leadership has a wide variety
of talented coaches for your
business and trainings. The
coaches have success and
experience in many industries and
with many levels within client
organizations.
We offer our workshops in halfday, full-day or webinar formats.
Part of the Leadership ABC's
series includes:
A is for Awareness
B is for Balance
C is for Communication

Star@StarLeadershipllc.com
(978) 486-4603
www.starleadershipllc.com

D is for Doing

Other Workshops & Training
Leadership ABC's Workshop
Succeeding in a Matrix Work Environment
Communication Success
Project Management Essentials for
Professionals
Women and Leadership
Coaching for Managers and Leaders
Team CARE Profile and Build It Workshop
Topics for Speaking Engagements:
Leading, Coaching, Managing: Which Hat
to Wear and When?
Measuring Intangibles for Success (or how
to Manage a Coaching Engagement like a
Project)
Women and Leadership

Leadership Training & Coaching for
Business, Manchester, NH

Helping Leaders Find
Their Voice, Take Action,
and Get Results - One
Letter at a Time!

STAY CONNECTED

